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Technology is a device that helps us in many ways. It puts information in just seconds. It makes our lives better and faster with the help of modern device. It makes our communication easier through facebook and other social media platforms.

In this time of pandemic, a lot of people lost their job but in this modern time a revolutionary technology help them to find their way to make their own job. Some people use social media to post their item and make profit from it. They use messaging apps and social media platforms to communicate with the prospect buyer.

With the help of technology devices we can also transfer money and make purchase of everything we want like delivery of groceries, food, clothes etc. It made important advancement in our safety because we all know that we better stay at home so that we can avoid the virus spreading all over the country.

In a way of communication, modern technology made a powerful influence to many employees that are work from home. They use different app like zoom, messenger and other digital technology that can be used in their meetings, webinar in order to communicate and stay connected with them. Media helps pass information across the globe. The amount of information we shared on social media networks is phenomenal that made an impact in everyone’s life.

The use of technology today is also a new platform for distance learning. It can be use for online classes and helps teachers to develop module by means of searching to the internet. Beyond words and unfamiliar words teacher can search for practically on the Internet using search engines.
There is no denying that technology has a greater impact in this time of Pandemic. It will be instructive to see how work and other activities can continue to operate in this time of digital world crisis. This is now our we called a New normal and virtual reality which means of communication, what we do now is to adopt with the present situation.

There’s no question that the adoption of new technology would make our life easier. Better communications tools do not let our government to stop and being prepared for this world Pandemic but it’s serve as a challenge to give people information about how the virus easily spread and how it mitigate the virus by means of social distancing, wearing face mask, always wash hands when go outside. The use of technology is an easiest platform to communicate with the people and warn them how deadly the virus can attack people and an enemy that cannot be seen.

Technology cannot prevent the risk of worldwide catastrophe onset of the pandemics; however, it can give information to the public in preventing the spread of virus, educate and warn them about the present situation and adopt the “New Normal” changes. In addition, technology has advanced more people to be prepared and with the help of technology invention and modern medical equipment we can manage the epidemic better and fight the spread of virus until it is over.
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